Introduction
The decision-usefulness theory (Staubus, 2008) connects the quality of the fi nancial information disclosed with the right business decisions made by its users, and it is based on the notion that the relevance and reliability of fi nancial reporting is crucial, having important practical implications. Moreover, according to the basic economic theory, it is shown that high fi nancial reporting quality is a natural outcome of private equity monitoring and governance (Beuselinck & Manigart, 2007) . All these fi rstly imply that the standard setters develop quality accounting standards that are accessible to preparers, understandable and useful for internal (managers) and external users to make their decisions. Secondly, this implies the correct use of accounting standards and regulations and correct estimates. The most important estimation in accounting is due to the use of the fair value concept, a value connected to the market, which is an alternative to historical cost, as the later was the dominant valuation basis up to two decades ago.
The debates on the fair value paradigm are not recent. They had a gradual evolution and became more intense with the awareness of the current fi nancial crisis effects. Fair value can be analyzed theoretically and normatively. In this study we treat the normative approach of fair value, namely accounting and valuation standards. Focusing on the international referential issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), our research shows that the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) intensify fair value use, peaking with the issue of IFRS 13 Fair value measurement. This FV accounting standard clarifi es the defi nition of fair value, establishes a framework for measurement and requires disclosures about this measurement. Estimations are done in three stages, with a strict preference for market-based measures, fair value being an exit value under idealized conditions (Deaconu & Buiga, 2010) . International Valuation Standards Council (IVSC), the professional association that brings under regulation the activity of assets and businesses valuation at the international level, has its own amendments regarding the concept of fair value. According to IVSC, the defi nition of fair value is presented in the accounting standards, as the concept is generally consistent with the concept of market value. International Valuation Standard (IVS) 300 entitled Valuations for Financial Reporting presents the view of valuation regulators in what concerns the valuation bases in accounting and fair value estimates.
Starting from these coordinates and the interdependence between valuation practice for fi nancial reporting and a correct estimate of fair value, we established as research question the analysis of the risk inherent to the process of value allocation. This is one stage in the sequence of value estimate techniques for an asset or business and it is implied by the use of two classical valuation approaches, namely the market and the income approaches. These two approaches lead to the estimate of a global value for a group of assets. However, for recognition in the fi nancial statements the value needs to be allocated to each asset. The allocation process is somewhat artifi cial, at least for a part of the assets in the group, as allocation keys need to be used. Usually, these can be based on value estimates made by valuers or on book values which are not always revaluated according to the requirements of valuation standards. The later solution presented needs to be treated with caution, and this is what we will be focusing on in our present research, especially as we discuss atypical economic contexts. According to (Deaconu & Buiga, 2010) atypical
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Adela Deaconu, Sorana Crisan, Anuta Buiga markets refer to assets that are not held for sale or specialized, illiquid markets or non-ordinary transactions, and markets less active specifi c to emergent economies. The literature shows that the exit price and the premises regarding a perfect market are not applicable to any type of economy (Hitz, 2007; Ronen, 2008; Whittington, 2008) .
Focusing on an emergent context, we consider the relevance of historical cost, which is sometimes used in fi nancial reporting, and the relevance of fair values obtained by using a key for value allocation, while considering the case study of the Romanian market. Practically, we adopt an empirical approach in order to investigate the value allocation process in what concerns types of assets under valuation, valuation approaches used, and value allocation keys used by professional valuers. All of these enable us to conclude on the relevance of the value allocation process for fi nancial reporting, and thus the reliability of fair value.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 1 explains the research framework, presenting reference to the items important for this research in the literature; Section 2 presents the research design, while describing the research question and the construct of the empirical approach; Section 3 reveals the results of the statistical analysis; and the fi nal section concludes.
Research Framework

Value Allocation Process
Without going into details regarding the debate on fair value versus historical cost -debate which is still ongoing -we only wish to mention that fair value is characterized by relevance and accounting neutrality (Casta, Colasse et al., 2001) , while historical cost is more objective and reliable as there are no technical issues for its estimation. The parallel presentation of the two concepts underlines the importance of correct fair value estimation as this leads to another imagine of the transactions and activities of a business compared to the traditional system of historical cost, to another economic reality (Ronen, 2008; Rérolle, 2008; Whittington, 2008) .
In what concerns the reference to fair value in the accounting and valuation standards, we start with the accounting standards out of which IFRS 13 Fair value measurement clarifi es the accounting valuation system and repeals earlier defi nitions on this subject from various IFRS. IFRS 13 defi nes the fair value of an asset as the price that would be received to sell an asset in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date. IFRS 13 includes a fair value hierarchy which classifi es measurements according to the nature of available input data, namely, in the case of assets: level 1 inputs are quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets that the entity own at the measurement date; level 2 inputs are inputs other than quoted prices included in level 1 that are observable for the asset either directly or indirectly; level 3 inputs are inputs unobservable for the asset. There are additional accounting requirements concerning measurements done using level 3 inputs. A valuation report is adequate if it includes suffi cient information on the valuation inputs used (especially level 3 inputs) to enable the reporting entity to correctly categorize assets within this hierarchy (IASB, 2013) .
Within the valuation standards, the standard dedicated to fair value measurement, in other terms fi nancial reporting, is IVS 300 Valuations for Financial Reporting. The valuation standard shows that IFRS takes on two models for assets' recognition in the fi nancial statements: a model based on cost, entitled basic accounting approach, and respectively a model based on fair value which represents the alternative accounting approach admissible in certain particular cases. Market values are determined when the fair value approach is applied. According to IVSC (2011) , the references to market participants, an orderly transaction, the transaction taking place in the principal or the most advantageous market and to the highest and best use of an asset make it clear that fair value under IFRS is consistent with the concept of market value as defi ned and discussed in the IVS Framework. According to IVS 300 (IVSC, 2011) , when the book value of an element is based on its fair value, and when the value of individual components cannot be reliably determined, the fair value needs to be allocated to each component. Just like accounting standards, IVS recommend that the value allocation process should be described so that the logic behind the allocation can be followed, and the allocation keys should be presented, and their usage justifi ed (IVSC, 2011) . In what concerns the allocation keys, IVS 300 shows that the ratio between the cost of the element and the cost of the aggregated group could be considered an adequate allocation basis.
The three traditional valuation techniques for assets or businesses are: the market, the income and the cost approach respectively. In relation to the estimation levels mentioned in the accounting standards and in the light of the value allocation process, we could state that the market approach is adequate only for assets or businesses that are frequently subject of market transactions and thus have an active market. It is the only approach that leads to values which could be classifi ed as part of Level 1 in the fair value hierarchy, when they are compared to identical assets. The income approach is applicable when future income/profi ts generated by the asset can be estimated reliably, the forecast period should be reasonable for these predictions as well as the capitalization/ discount rate used for the forecast period and the profi tability of the asset discounted with the risk to obtain the income. Estimates based on the income approach could lead to Level 2 and 3 data in the value hierarchy. The cost approach is generally adequate in the case of specialized and/or new assets, when active markets cannot be identifi ed. Generally, its implementation does not incur allocation issues and will lead to estimates that fall into Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy.
In what concerns the valuation approach chosen, the values obtained could belong to an individual asset or to a group of assets. In the second case the value is obtained globally. The issue of value allocation among the components of the group occurs in the case of market and income approaches, as the global value needs to be differentiated for each asset/ property in order to disclose it separately in the accounts. From the standpoint of valuers the process is entitled value allocation to components. Value allocation is implied by several scopes of the valuation process. The main one, and the subject of our research, is fi nancial reporting (revaluation, goodwill measurement), but in the valuation practice there are also the cases of valuation for tax purposes, loan collaterals, insurance, cases when the tax and fi nancial requirements are different for each component.
As objects of value allocation, the cases mentioned in the international valuation standards IVS (IVSC, 2011) are mainly: land and buildings that form the same property, several buildings (after the initial allocation of land), several pieces of equipment from a production line, capitalized subsequent expenditures, according to IAS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment and IAS 23 Borrowing Costs, which need to be allocated to different fi xed assets, the allocation of the acquisition cost for an entire business according to IFRS 3 Business Combination. The fi rst three cases often occur in practice and are sometimes mentioned in the literature which only refers to the diffi culties of value allocation between land and buildings. One of the major issues that arise is the possibility that a market for buildings without land does exist, and the second issue is the diffi culty to separate the two components (Hendriks, 2005) .
The most frequent case of value allocation as his object refers to real estate (land + building), as sometimes the land is not subject to valuation (Matonis & Derango, 1993) . As techniques used by valuation professionals, the literature recommends two deductive approaches from the estimated value for the real estate formed of land and building (Hendriks, 2005) : (a) estimating the market value of the land without the building and then deducting this from the carrying amount of the property, and (b) estimating the net replacement cost of the building and then deducting this from the carrying amount of the property. Approach (a) is also recommended by IVS 300 which considers the result a `theoretical value` (`notional value`) of the building (Kucharska-Stasiak & Zelazowski, 2006) . The literature also presents a third approach (c) for value allocation, namely the use of a proportional ratio established through statistical analyses (Hendriks, 2005) . The fi rst two approaches are based on the theory of residual value (Hendriks, 2005) . The third approach takes into account the fact that the two elements contribute together to the value created.
In the case of real estate, the net replacement cost is the reconstruction cost or the gross replacement cost decreased by physical impairment and functional inadequacy of the building, sometimes even external (economic) inadequacies (Fishman et al., 2007) . The valuation approaches that are applicable to any solution adopted for value allocation are the cost approach, which is mandatory, and respectively one of the other two approaches, namely the income or the market approach (Fisher & Lentz, 1990; Belfarge, 2001) . The argument behind the use of at least two approaches is achieving some control keys. Thus, if the value of the building established after the market value of the land was deducted from the result of the income approach or market approach is less than the value of the building established through the cost approach, using only two forms of impairment (physical and functional), then in addition a third form of depreciation (external) will have to be applied in order to obtain the value of the building. If in the previous mentioned case the ratio is vice versa then the value of the building is given by the cost approach, and the difference is considered to be the value of the land.
A second case of value allocation mentioned in the IVS, but insuffi ciently detailed in what concerns methodology, and very poorly discussed in the literature is (2) the case of several buildings that are subject to different depreciation techniques and thus have to be recognized separately in the fi nancial statements. IVS 300 indicates as a possible alternative the use of a ratio suggesting the contribution of the items to the cost of the whole. In the Romanian practice, the valuation professionals resort to one of the following techniques: (a) a residual alternative that implies the measurement of distinct values for those fi xed assets (usually the most important) for which it is possible, and value allocation based on a key in the case of the other assets; this implies that the characteristics and features of these assets are known; the most frequently used approach is the net replacement cost; (b) an alternative that is based on value allocation according to a key applied to the whole value in order to obtain individual values. The allocation key can be determined based on market information transformed into net or gross replacement cost or net or gross book values (with or without deduction of depreciation).
The literature on particular valuation cases such as the cash generation units (Fisher & Kinnard, 1990; Mard, 2009; Fisher & Kinnard, 2001) . The presents yet another method for value allocation, based on the market values of the components (as often as this is possible). In this case the income is allocated to the components according to the performance ratio of the investment in those components. The residual income is determined for the residual component, either real estate or intangible assets, as the difference between the total income generated by the cash generating unit and the income allocated to the other components. Afterwards, the residual income is capitalized by an adequate rate in order to obtain the value of the residual component.
The literature also mentions that the process of value allocation in general implies thorough professional knowledge from the valuer and at the same time the responsibility to know and apply national valuation standards on this subject (Harper, 2008) . Likewise, other regulatory bodies in the fi eld of valuation (for example the American regulatory body) include in their standards requirements for their members to provide in the value allocation process accuracy and an objective opinion regarding the value of the components. The importance of the subject leads to preliminary discussions in the valuation practice between the valuer and the auditor of fi nancial statements regarding a consensus about the valuation approaches and residual techniques. Professional reasoning is extremely important in the value allocation process as long as there is no intensive practice or line of reasoning that can be followed.
Emergent Markets
For emergent markets in particular there is a multi-tiered valuation practice and a very limited availability of investment transactional evidence, with effects on the accuracy of valuations (Kucharska-Stasiak & Zelazowski, 2006; Mansfi eld & Royston, 2007) . Although investors require a common denominator such as property indices for assets valuation and income prediction, there are differences regarding public information availability in a unitary framework in comparison to developed countries. When it does exist, the information is not consistent and complete among the valuators in a low information environment such as the emergent one. The history of the sale and rent transactions is recorded by real estate agents, such as real estate brokers and appraisal practitioners who assemble their personal databases, a central database development being at an incipient stage (Cohen & Galiniene, 2013) . Thus, the market approach is not applicable for all types of assets and at every given time, as Levels 1 and 2 of the value hierarchy (mark-to-market model) cannot be obtained.
When the markets are volatile, such as emergent markets or are affected by economic crises, the main approach sustainable on the long run is based on income (Baumgarten, 1978; Fanning et al., 2011; Hrdý & Šimek, 2012) . However, even this approach poses the issue of obtaining the market information necessary for the assessment. Likewise, professional reasoning becomes very important when the markets are unbalanced (including emergent markets), and valuers need to be able to distinguish between information that will enable a measurement based on effi cient, balanced and stabile data (Mard, 2009) . This approach will lead in general to Level 2 and 3 values in the fair value hierarchy. Thus, if the specifi c market of an asset does not exist or is not active, effi cient, then the fair value will not be established directly, based on information that is generally described as objective, but rather by using valuation models based on several subjective estimates, less verifi able.
Regarding level 3 of measurement (markto-model) which concerns the income or cost approach, the risk of value allocation is connected to the income approach. In order to mitigate this risk, the accuracy of allocation needs to be taken into consideration as well as the way in which the valuers disclose their undertakings. The literature issued after the start of the fi nancial crisis insists on the need for disclosures to provide some details concerning the construct of fair value and its infl uence over the result of the period (Hitz, 2007; Gottdiener, 2008) . For example, in the case of the income approach one needs to estimate: the useful life of the asset, its residual value, the cash infl ows the asset will generate over time and the discount rate. Estimates themselves are subjective. In addition, intentional distortion of certain metrics can occur. Thus, the valuation model implies an inherent risk, plus another risk connected to intentional manipulation of information (Gélard, 2002) .
We could say that the Romanian context has been characterized by infl ation for the past two decades, with a high risk for the historical cost to move further away from reality. This is also due to the fact that some revaluations were not always conducted according to the requirements of the valuation profession. Other diffi culties concerning fair value estimates are connected to the income approach which has been diffi cult to apply given the possibility of forecasts to be invalidated by the ever-changing economic context, and respectively to the market approach which has been sometimes impossible to apply because of the lack of transactions, as shown above. Statistical techniques for value allocation based on the history of previous transactions cannot be applied on such a market as a result of the lack of transparency in what concerns the specifi c evolution of the market for different types of assets.
If we were to present the evolution of the Romanian real estate market -which is the subject of our analysis -in the last decade there are three different periods. In what concerns our analysis period, the year 2013, we could state that the market is relatively stable, and the market approach in valuation can be applied, even if not for all types of assets.
Research Design
Research Question
Good valuations depend upon proper analysis and weighing of the factual matrix in any situation. These are guided by the professional standards. Then, certain characteristics of valuation practice are determined by the context of the asset and the market, along with the professional reasoning of the valuator. In our paper, starting from the requirements in the standards, we verify the practical approaches to value allocation, a suggestive theme to the reliability of valuations for fi nancial reporting. The process of value allocation is an infl uential factor of a reliable and relevant value, considering that the use of an inadequate allocation key and/or an incorrect implementation of the keys could lead to distorted values of the components. The consequences can be found in accounting recognition of an asset that is the subject of a different effi ciency analysis of investments or they are tax related with impact on the value of property tax and profi t tax, in the case of assets subject to depreciation.
For atypical/emergent markets the issue of value allocation is all the more important as market information is insuffi cient, few transactions occur, and book values lose their signifi cance due to monetary depreciation and hard to predict volatile markets of certain assets. Thus, the valuation of each type of asset to the market could not be possible, and so allocation keys need to be used. The value allocation technique that uses a ratio established through statistical analyses is to be used with caution because such contexts confront with the lack of a reliable database which would provide historical trends statistically validated. The compromise solution would be to use book values. On the other hand book values cannot refl ect the state and viewpoint of the market, correlated with the best possible use identifi ed for the assets under valuation. Moreover, the use of allocation keys based on accounting information could lead to distorted results, especially if the book values have been distorted by old revaluations that were inaccurately made, or due to different depreciation approaches used for the assets taken into account.
The research question needs to be correlated with the Romanian context. Firstly, we verify the degree to which fair value is used in the Romanian context, thus the frequency of valuations for fi nancial reporting, and from here the value allocation. In the Romanian accounting regulations, issued by the public authority, the Ministry of Finance (OMPF no 3055 from 2009) fair value is explicitly mentioned for revaluation of tangible assets and for fi nancial instruments. Other references to fair value are implicit, such as the value determined for the non-cash increase of capital that has to be established as a result of valuation. Considering the valuation approaches permitted by the Romanian accounting legislation, the market and valuation professionals which should determine fair value are mentioned in the alternative valuation rules section. Also, other valuation methods besides market comparison are accepted if there is not enough market information. The regulations described are applicable to all companies and coexist with the regulation that envisages the implementation of IFRS by listed companies for their consolidated accounts, starting with January 2007 (OMPF no 1121 from 2006). Because the use of fi nancial instruments has an extremely slow evolution in Romania, we can conclude that tangible fi xed assets revaluation was the most common case of fair value estimation explicitly stipulated in the Romanian regulations. Thus, we will focus on a survey answers provided by the valuators for this objective of valuation for fi nancial reporting, and we will further discuss the premises for revaluation operations in the Romanian companies.
A specifi c importance has been given in Romania to revaluation, and the approach we are going to describe can also be found in other countries, as the value established has fi scal connotations. Local taxes on company real estate are determined as a percentage of the book value of those assets, which may or may not be revaluated. The effects are obvious, both for the fi nancial performance and profi tability of the company refl ected in the fi nancial statements after the revaluation, and for the income of public authorities.
The legal permissive nature of revaluations manifested for all fi xed assets such as plant, properties and equipment by the gradual issue of certain normative acts. These acts had the objective to adapt the elements in the fi nancial statements of companies to the economic environment by the update of historical cost and the unimpaired value of assets. We are talking about Government Decision (GD) no 945/1990, GD no 266/1992, GD no 500/1994, GD no 983/1998 amended and restated by GD no. 95/1999. These regulations were applicable either to all fi xed assets or only to plants and properties. The regulations had either a compulsory nature (for the companies in which the state was the major shareholder) or an optional nature (as the case of GD no. 983/1998). All of these revaluations used the index updating method and were classifi ed in the literature as administrative revaluations, as they have been subject to criticism because of the method in which the indexes are selected and because only one method of valuation is used. They did not lead to true market values, but they did represent a fi rst step toward market approach in valuation. The process of value update was the responsibility of a committee formed by company employees. GD no 403/2000 leaves fi xed assets revaluation up to the companies. The difference in comparison to previous revaluations is that companies which conducted revaluations (in the circumstances described by the GD regarding the economic environment, measured using the infl ation rate) are able to use other valuation methods considered adequate, and can also resort to an external professional valuator. Concluding, at this date, we can talk about fair value in the true sense of the concept, if the companies have resorted to authorized valuators that applied dedicated valuation approaches, and did not just update the value by the infl ation rate. The consequence for our study is that book values must be considered with precaution in general on the valuation market, as there is the possibility they contain revaluations that have not been made according to the requirements of valuation standards.
In this context our research focuses on the way in which value allocation is made. Thus our research question is: to what extent do valuators from emergent markets apply in their valuation reports value allocation to components, what are the valuation approaches most frequently used, and what are the allocation keys most often used. The use of the market approach would reduce the risk of the model triggered by the other two approaches, the income and the cost approach. In what concerns the allocation keys, we want to determine if the valuers base their opinion on keys that do not lead to distortions in the fi nancial position which affect the decisions made by stakeholders of fi nancial situations.
Instrument, Sample and Statistical Tests
Considering the objective of our research, the empirics of the study try to capture the perceptions of Romanian valuers as producers of fair value for fi nancial reporting purposes. By using a survey we test the experience of valuators and their approaches in more complex situations that imply the use of professional reasoning, particularly if they are familiar with and apply several methods of value allocation between components of fi xed assets with different accounting treatments.
In this respect, we designed a selfconstructed instrument, of semi-structured type, addressed to the Romanian valuators community. The survey contains in the fi rst part a series of support questions that are designed to gather information on the quality and experience of the respondents. These questions focus on the qualifi cations and experience with valuations of the respondents, their affi liation to professional bodies, and the size of the businesses they valuated, which gives insight on the experience they have with more complex cases. The instrument was also designed to investigate the elements prior to the value allocation process which relate to the nature of the asset under valuation and the applied methodology, and respectively, to deepen the practical process of value allocation. Table 1 shortly presents the interview instrument, which is detailed in Appendix 1.
The survey instrument was conducted online from February 2013 to March 2013, on a web platform which was available for four weeks, while the proposed investigation was made public on the offi cial website of the National Association of Romanian Valuers (ANEVAR). ANEVAR also made the investigation public through its regional centers, by e-mailing the message to its members.
The population studied is represented by valuers, current members of ANEVAR, which is also a member of the international body IVSC and the European forum TEGoVA. We addressed the members who are enlisted with an e-mail account in the database of the association, out of the total number of 4,718 existing members. The number of active members that could have answered is lower, although we do not hold public information regarding the number of inactive members, which we can only estimate to 3,200-3,500. This is the reason why we did not use samples,
Parts of the instrument Number and type of items
Part In what concerns statistical test, we used descriptive statistics (frequencies), and the T-test, One-Sample version. The T-test is usually used for the analysis of a sample out of a defi ned population in order to determine if there are signifi cant differences between the different analyzed categories.
Analysis Results
Descriptive Statistics
The characteristics of the valuers' activity are presented below. In what concerns qualifi cation we noticed an overspecialization regarding real estate and plant & Equipment. As a result, we reduced the weights of these specializations also in order to have a structure almost similar to the structure of the population. In what concerns the frequency of valuations according to the nature of the asset, we compared the obtained values to the binomials formed by the categories in order to establish the connection between the values. Notes: *We used the percentage without taking into consideration the non-answers; **The gross sample became a weighted sample by relating it to the population, in order to extrapolate the distribution observed for the whole population; ***The differences in frequency between the categories with bolded values are statistically signifi cant, for a signifi cance level (threshold) of 95%. Source: own
Characteristics of valuers Professional experience (years)*
Tab. 2: Characteristics of the valuers' activity
In what concerns the years of experience held by the valuers, compared to the seniority of the valuation profession in Romania, which is institutionalized through ANEVAR that was incorporated 20 years ago, we consider that the obtained distribution is relevant for the valuers in Romania. The observations in Table 2 also indicate that the valuers are multispecialized, and the dominant specialization is real estate. At the same time a considerable part of the sample is specialized (also) in business, intangible and goodwill valuations, and more than a third are (also) specialized in plant & equipment. These fi ndings confi rm the competencies of professionals considering the value allocation process that implies knowledge of several disciplines.
Moreover, we note that these professionals are familiarized with fi nancial reporting valuation, as long as over half of the sample conducts this type of valuation between 10% and 40% of their activity. A further argument for the validation of the sample is the number of valuations for fi nancial reporting purposes compared to the size of the patrimony valuated. Valuers conduct relatively often complex valuations, for companies with consistent patrimony, although the most frequent valuations are conducted for companies with low patrimony, and the frequency of the valuations decreases as the size of the patrimony increases.
The frequency of valuation reports conducted for fi nancial reporting purposes follows the succeeding general order: buildings, land and plant & equipment. In comparison to land valuations, buildings are more often the subject of valuations in 65% of the cases, while the opposite situation occurs only in 14% of the cases. After applying the One-sample T-test we observed that 51% of the valuers consider buildings are more often subject of valuation compared to plant & equipment while 9% consider the opposite situation. Furthermore, with respect to valuation approached applied, while 93% use the market approach for land valuations, for buildings the market, income and cost approaches are equally used, and for plant & equipment the cost and market approaches are mainly used. What is useful for our further analysis is that valuers have mostly applied the market and income approaches, which are considered global approaches. This shows, theoretically, that value allocation was applied in the valuation reports of all the three types of fi xed assets, thus the premise for further analysis exists.
The Analysis of the Valuers' Perceptions Regarding the Value Allocation Process
Our fi ndings confi rm that value allocation as a stage of the valuation process for fi nancial reporting purposes is correctly applied in the Romanian practice. Thus, 98% of the valuers state that they deliver the value of each component, after using one of the allocation options. Out of these, 64% conduct the valuation as a whole and afterwards they allocate the value to the components, while 34% estimate the value directly for each component, and an insignifi cant percentage state they leave the value allocation at the will of the benefi ciary, without getting involved in this process. We conclude that Romanian valuers apply valuation standards as they resort to value allocation if this is needed, despite the diffi culties triggered by the atypical market.
In what concerns value allocation between land and buildings, 78% for the answers described the preference for deducting the estimated market value of the land without the building from the estimated value for the property. Only 17% of the respondents confi rmed they use the second alternative i.e. deducting the estimated net replacement cost of the building from the total estimated value of the property. What is interesting is that 5% of the valuers use other alternatives for value allocation, depending on the property rights for the land, the best possible use of the asset compared to its current use, or the test of enclosing the residual value of the building into the estimated net replacement cost. We note the focus on market values and market approach (correlated with the answers regarding the approach mostly used, which in the case of land valuations is the market approach), which is more reliable than the cost approach, and also the advanced technical knowledge of valuers that resort to allocation techniques.
In what concerns value allocation between different types of buildings, 69% of the respondents with an opinion on this subject state they deduct the value of the buildings that was possible to be estimated separately by using a classical valuation approach, and for the remaining buildings they allocate the rest of the value by using allocation keys. A quarter Ekonomika a management of these respondents allocate value by using directly an allocation key. Very few, around 3%, use other methods of allocation. We observe that more than half of the sample tries to avoid arbitrary allocation by using keys, as they try to estimate the value through the approaches required in the valuation standards.
We tried to identify the allocation keys most frequently used by valuers, and based on the frequencies (Tab. 3) we found that the allocation keys' hierarchy is: net replacement cost (NRC), gross replacement cost (GRC), net book value (NBV), and gross book value (GBV).
The result of the T-test (Tab. 4) shows that in the case of value allocation between buildings, there is no clear difference between the use of GBV and NBV, and respectively between GRC and NBV. Instead the fi ndings show a clear difference between the use of GRC compared to GBV. Moreover, NRC is more often used than the other three allocation keys we proposed. If we conduct the analysis of groups of keys, the fi rst one being values estimated by the valuers and the second group representing the book values (net or gross) then the replacement cost (net or gross) turns out to be signifi cantly more often used than book values. 
GBV
Conclusions
Our study pleads in favor of reliable fair value estimates that enable accurate decision making for stakeholders of the fi nancial reporting market. The paper is particularized to emergent contexts, having the Romanian market and fi xed assets as case study, and it shows how fair value estimation is critical and implies risks on such an atypical market. The research focuses on the process of value allocation between the elements of a group of assets when a valuation approach that leads to a global value is applied, namely the income and market approaches. The value allocation process is described with reference to accounting and valuation standards and to the literature. We show how this process can lead to a signifi cant level of subjectivity regarding fair value accounting. We also confi rm the importance of applying correctly the valuation methodology in what concerns the nature of the property and the available market information, alongside the choice of allocation keys. Our analysis shows that the most suited allocation key for groups of assets formed of fi xed assets (land, buildings and plant & equipment) should be based on the net or gross replacement cost, thus on values estimated by the valuer and not on book values, in order to avoid results distorted by historical cost. In what concerns the revaluation of fi xed assets, we showed that if previous revaluations would have been accurately conducted then net or gross book values could have been considered allocation keys. However, despite the acceptance of the public authority that issues accounting regulations and the intervention of professionals in valuation and their methodology, the history of revaluations for the past two decades in this country shows the risk of revaluations conducted in the alternative solution permitted, namely values updated by the infl ation rate or valuations conducted by individuals unauthorized by the national professional association ANEVAR. In this case the revaluated book values cannot be considered relevant for the evolution of the markets specifi c to different fi xed assets.
The empirics of our study show a consistent expertise of Romanian valuators that prove to be familiar with their own value allocation methodology and the alternatives for allocation keys, as they sometimes apply other keys than the replacement cost, keys that are market based. We also present that allocation keys usage comes in second place, as valuators fi rst try to estimate market values for each component of the group of assets, without allocating from the very beginning the value estimated for the whole group to each component based on allocation keys. The majority of valuers allocate the value to each component from the start, as opposed to the alternative of estimating the value of the whole group and then allocating the value to components with the inherent risks. Furthermore, the most often used alternative for allocation implies the deduction of those values that have been estimated by using the market approach and not those values estimated thorough the cost or income approach (the latest was less used for the fi xed assets under analysis). Other fi ndings confi rm the main usage of replacement cost, gross or net, to the detriment of book values, a very important aspect for an emergent market, all the more as revaluation in Romania does not guarantee the usage of dedicated valuation methods. These results are all the more important as land and buildings were the majority of fi xed assets valuated, with the highest values as a result of the real estate bubble prior to the fi nancial crisis, and with an essential role in the activity of the companies, thus being highly considered for accurate and reliable valuations.
All of these fi ndings lead us to the conclusion that fair value estimates for fi nancial reporting purposes, in the Romanian companies, in the case of global value allocation to the components of a group of assets (the case most exposed to the subjectivity of the valuator), is reliable at this date. The inherent risks of this valuation process are acknowledged by the Romanian professionals, and avoided if market information exists, specifi c to each type of asset from the group. The limits of our study are related mostly to the shortcomings of the survey methodology. In this case we refer to the risk of the quality and authenticity of the answers, the risk of conducting the survey via internet, and the relatively low response rate (Fricker & Mathias, 2001; Fox et al., 2003; Evans & Mathur, 2005) . 7. Approaches applied in the case of the complex property (several types of fi xed assets, for example land + buildings or land + buildings + associated equipment): a) Estimate the value of the property as a whole, then allocate the value to each component of the property and disclose this in the valuation report; b) Estimate the value directly for each component; c) Estimate the value of the property as a whole and disclose this in the valuation report, while leaving the value allocation at the will of the benefi ciary; d) Other (please specify) 8. Methods of value allocation to each component, in the case of property composed of land and buildings, when market or income approaches are used for valuation: a) Deduct the market value of the land (estimated separately) from the total estimated value in order to obtain the fair value of the buildings; b) Deduct the net replacement cost of the buildings (estimated separately) from the total estimated value in order to obtain the fair value of the land; c) Other (please specify) 9. Methods of value allocation to each component, in the case of property composed of several buildings (including specialized property): a) Value allocation using one key (pro rata); b) Deduct the value of the buildings that was possible to the estimated separately by using a classical valuation approach, and allocate the rest of the value to the remaining buildings by using pro rata; c) Other (please specify) 
